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Abstract

This paper establishes the setting for applying the techniques of
global analysis to problems defined on the Riemannian manifold

(R n, g) where g is asymptotically Euclidean. It is shown that the

necessary decomposition theorems for vector and tensor fields hold in
certain weighted Sobolev spaces. Also the manifold and group struc-
ture of spaces of diffeomorphisms of IR n asymptotic to the identity at
infinity are presented. These results are applied to establish unique
solutions to the Euler equations for perfect fluid flow on (R n g). Also
the manifold structure of the spaces of asymptotically Euclidean

Riemannian metrics and conformal structures are studied.

0. Introduction

The techniques of global analysis have been successful in treating
many classical problems of continuum mechanics, relativity, and

geometry over compact manifolds (see for example, Marsden [13] and
Fischer-Marsden [9]). However, several problems arise when one

attempts to extend these techniques to the non-compact case. For

example, it is well known that the manifold structure on spaces of C"
or Sobolev maps from a compact manifold to itself does not depend
on any Riemannian structure on M (see Palais [17] or Penot [18]).
This is useful when studying the space of all metrics on M. It is clear
that the manifold structure of the Sobolev maps on a non-compact
manifold does to some extent depend on the choice of metric on the
manifold. For example, a continuous vector field on a compact
manifold M will be square integrable with respect to any metric on
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M. This property does not hold in the non-compact case; a vector
field may be square integrable with respect to one metric and not
square integrable with respect to another.
On the other hand, if two metrics on the same non-compact

manifold are sufficiently close (say equal off a compact set) then they
should generate the same differentiable structure for spaces of maps.
This paper studies a special case of this situation where the base
manifold is R n and the metric g is sufficiently close to the standard
Euclidean metric. The details of the construction of the manifold
structures and of the group properties of various sets of diffeomor-
phisms of (R n, g) are discussed in Section 2.
A second and perhaps more serious difficulty in applying the

techniques of global analysis to non-compact domains is the lack of
regularity of elliptic operators. Many of the problems entail showing
some subset of the function space being considered (say the volume
preserving diffeomorphisms as a subset of the diffeomorphisms)
forms a smooth submanifold. This is done by showing the tangent
space at each point of the subset splits appropriately. This in turn
usually depends on the validity of the Fredholm alternative for elliptic
operators (see Marsden [15] for a general discussion of this

phenomenon). The Fredholm alternative in general fails for elliptic
operators on Sobolev spaces over non-compact domains. However,
this problem may be avoided by noting for certain pairs of weighted
Sobolev spaces the elliptic operators act as isomorphisms. The
asymptotic properties of these spaces correspond to standard physi-
cal assumptions on behavior at infinity for potential fields. For non-
flat metrics on R n these operators have non-constant coefficients

when expressed in standard coordinates. Section 1 is devoted to

showing that the sort of operators under study have the claimed

isomorphism property. The results of this section depend in part on
the work of Nirenberg and Walker [16] and the theorem of this

section is related to their results.

Section 4 discusses the existence of weak Riemannian structures on

the spaces discussed in Section 2, subject to the constraints imposed
by requiring that the theorems of Section 1 are applicable. Sections 3, 5
and 6 contain applications of the above results. Section 3 discusses
perfect fluid flow on (IR n, g). The techniques of this section are well
known and so the proofs are only sketched.

Section 5 extends the slice theorem of Ebin [7] for the action of the

diffeomorphism group on the space of asymptotically flat metrics on
R n. Included in this section (Lemma 5.5.3) is a proof of the canonical
decomposition of symmetric 2-tensors of Berger and Ebin [1] for
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tensor fields in the appropriate function space. This result was

obtained independently by J. Marsden [6] who used similar tech-

niques. The proof of part (1) of Theorem 5.5 was provided by the
referee.

Section 6 contains the equivalent theorem for the space of con-
formally equivalent metrics. This theorem depends implicitly on the
York Decomposition of symmetric 2-tensors (see York [19]). The

compact case has recently been studied by Fischer and Marsden [ 10].
Their construction differs slightly from the one used in this paper.
Rather than studying the action of the diffeomorphism group on the
space of conformal structures, they consider the larger group of

"conformeomorphisms" acting on the space of metrics.
The author wishes to thank W. Allard and J. York for their useful

comments during the preparation of this paper. Also, J. Marsden and
the referee deserve special thanks for their constructive criticism of
earlier drafts of this article.

Throughout the paper the standard multi-index notion is used, that
is

1. Elliptic operators with non-constant coefficients

Throughout this section we consider an operator A = Ial=s;;m aa(x)Da
where a = (a 1, ..., an ) is a multi-index A will act on functions from R n to
and A is assumed to be elliptic in the sense detll a03B1(x)~ 1 5é 0 for
all x E R n and all nonzero e in R n.

DEFINITION 1.1: Let "P be the norm on LP(R", IRk) and a(x) =

DEFINITION 1.2: The completion of 1~0(Rn , Rk) with respect to 1 p,s,s is
denoted by Mps,03B4(Rn, Rk).

Usually, when there is little chance of confusion, Mps,03B4(R n, Rk)
will be denoted by MsP,03B4.
These spaces were introduced by the author [4], [5]. The use of the
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1 ’p,s,8 norms was suggested by a paper of Nirenberg and Walker [16].
Their paper contains results which are related to those of this section.
We shall prove the following theorems.

THEOREM 1.3: Let n &#x3E; m and A~=~|03B1|=m â"D" be an elliptic
homogeneous operator with constant coefficients on Rn. Let A(x) =
ll,,,1:5m aa(x)Da be an elliptic operator such that for s a m, aa E

Cs-m(Rn, Rk) and for each multi-index y with 0 ~ ’yl:5 s - m

Then if p &#x3E; n/(n - m), 0 S 8  -m + n(p - 1)/p and E is sufficiently
small, A maps MPs,03B4 into Mps-m,03B4+m continuously with closed range and
finite dimensional kernel.

Furthermore suppose one of the following conditions hold

for E sufficiently small.
(ii) There is a continuous curve c from [0, 1] into the space of

bounded operators between MPs,03B4 and Mps-m,e+m such that c(0) =
Aoc, c(l) = A and for each t E [0, 1], c(t) is an injection, and
satisfies the hypotheses of the theorem.

Then A is an isomorphism.

By assuming more differentiability of the functions in the domain
space of A, one can slightly relax the smoothness condition of the
coefficients of A. This form of the isomorphism theorem will be quite
useful in Sections 5 and 6.

THEOREM 1.4: Let n, m, p, 8 and Aoc = Lia/sm QaDa be as in Theorem
1.3. Let s &#x3E; nlp + m and A(x) = ~|03B1~|m aa(x)g)a be an elliptic operator
such that

Then A maps kp,à continuously into JKp-m,à+m with closed range and
finite dimensional kernel.
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Furthermore, suppose one of the following conditions hold:

for E sufficiently small.
(ii) Condition (ii) of Theorem 1.3 holds.

Then A is an isomorphism of JKp,à and JKp-m,à+m. ·

COROLLARY 1.5: If m = 2, k = 1, A satisfies the hypotheses of
Theorem 1.3 or Theorem 1.4 and ao(x)  E for some E &#x3E; 0 (sufficiently
small) then A is an isomorphism.

PROOF: This follows from conditions (i) and (ii) and the maximum

principle.

Before proving the theorems we shall remark on a few points.

REMARK 1: For m = 2 and n = 3, one would expect from classical
treatment of Poisson’s equation that the domain spaces, Mps,03B4, should
include functions f such that f - lx 1-’, Df ~lxl-2, etc. It is easily seen the
limits on p and 8 are such that exactly these functions are included.

REMARK 2: Since for 03B4~ 0 the 1 norms are stronger than the
regular Sobolev norms, the embedding theorems apply. Hence one
can use Theorem 1.3 and 1.4 to establish the existence of Ck+«
bounded solutions. For example, we have the following corollary:

COROLLARY 1.6: Under the hypotheses of Theorem 1.3 with s &#x3E;

(nlp) + k and m = 2, if g E Mps-2,03B4+2 we may find a solution to Au = g
with u E C’.

In fact with sufficiently smooth and bounded coefficients of A and
g E Cô, we may solve Au = g with f E C°°.

We shàll prove the theorem using a series of lemmas. We first
consider Aoo.

LEMMA 1: Let Aoo, m, p, 8, and s be as in Theorem 1.3. The A.

maps JKp,à onto Mps-m,03B4+m isomorphically.

PROOF: The proof of this for the case m = 2 and Aoo is the

Laplacian is found in [5]. The more general case is proven identically.
Surjectivity follows by noting Aoo has a fundamental solution asymp-
totic to Ixlm-n (see [1 1]). Injectivity follows from Theorem 2.1 of [16].
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Continuity of Aoc is also immediate and (A~)-1 is continuous because
of the open mapping theorem for Banach spaces.

This next lemma is essentially due to Schauder (see [2], p. 238 for
example).

LEMMA 2: Suppose Ao and AI are continuous linear maps between
Banach spaces B and B’. Suppose further that

(1) Ao is an isomorphism,
(2) There is a continuous curve c from [0, 1] into the space of

bounded operators from B to B’ such that c(O) = Ao, c(l) = AI,
and for each t E [0, 1], c(t) is an injection with closed range.
Then AI is an isomorphism.

PROOF: Let S = It E [0, 1] c(t) is an isomorphisml. We know 0 E S
and since the space of isomorphisms is open in the space of bounded
operators, we know S is open. Using connectivity we need only show
S is closed. Let ti be a sequence in S with ti - to. We must show

to E S.

First note since c(t) is an injection with closed range, it follows

from continuity of the inverse of c(t) restricted to the range that for
each t E [0, 1] there is a Ct such that for all u E B

We wish to show there is a C E R such that for all i sufficiently large
and u E B

We have

where 11 111 is the operator norm. Picking i sufficiently large so that
we are done.

Now let f e B’ and ui a sequence in B so that c (ti)(ui) = f. For i and
j sufficiently large we have
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But using (1) the llluill} is uniformly bounded by cilf Il and thus {ui} is a
Cauchy sequence which converges to uo. Finally, it is straightforward
to check that c(to)(uo) = f. Q.E.D.

PROOF OF THE THEOREM 1.3: Let Y be the space of bounded linear

transformations from MP S, &#x26; to M Ps-m,03B4+m with the uniform operator (norm)
topology. For E e- Y, we denote

We shall show there is a k &#x3E; 0 such that if 1 and

for each

In particular, if we have

Applying Leibnitz’ rule and rearranging the summation yields

Setting the inequality follows if

which was assumed.

Now, it is well known that the set of isomorphisms is open in f.
Thus if condition (i) is satisfied for E sufficiently small then setting
E = A - Aco we see from (2) the norm of E may be made small enough
to guarantee A is an isomorphism.
The fact that A has finite dimensional kernel follows immediately

from Theorem 4.1 of [14].
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To show that A has closed range note that since the kernel of A is
finite dimensional we may write JKp,à = ker(A) # W with W closed.
Also A(JKp,à) = A(W) and for each f in the range of A there is a

unique w E W with A(w) = f.
We shall now show there is a constant C &#x3E; 0 such that for any
uEW

If there were no such C then there is a sequence {ui} C W such that

We write Ui = ÇbRUi + (1- ~R)ui and note the sequence luil is Cauchy if
the sequences {~&#x3E;Rui} and {(1 - OR)uil are Cauchy for some R. Let

For any R, the sequence IORUil is uniformly bounded in WP.S(B2R)
and so using the Rellich compactness theorem it has a subsequence
(taken to be all of IORUil) converging to an element UR E LP(B2R).
Since A is uniformly elliptic on B2R we have the usual elliptic
estimate and so there is a CR such that

But since {A(PRUi)} is Cauchy in Wp’s-"’ and {4&#x3E;RU;} is Cauchy in LP, it
follows {PRUi} is Cauchy in WP,S(B2R) and it follows that {PRUi} is

Cauchy in Mps,03B4 for each R.
It follows from Lemma 1 that there is a CI &#x3E; 0 such that for

Thus for each R - 1

where IIAoc - AII’x/2:R is the norm of the difference of Aoc and A when
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restricted to functions with support on lx E: R n: Ixl R}. It follows

from the hypotheses of the theorem and inequality (2) that

Thus for E  (Cik)-’ and R sufficiently large

Note the sequence

consists of functions with support in B2R and is bounded in

wp,s-m+I(B2R) (the highest terms cancel). Thus by passing to a

subsequence we may assume it is Cauchy in Mp-m,à+m. It is clear

(1 - tPR)Aui is Cauchy and so from the above inequality we have
(1 - tPR)Ui is Cauchy. Let limi-.oc Ui = uo E W. Then A(uo) = 0 and

luolp.s.8 = 1. But since W nker(A) = {O} we have a contradiction and
the inequality is established.
Now let f; é A(k p,à) and fi -+ fo. Let Wi E W such that A( w; ) = f;.

Using (3) we see Wi -+ Wo E W and A( wo) = f o. Thus the range of A is
closed.

Finally sufliciency of condition (ii) for A to be an isomorphism
follows immediately from Lemmas 1 and 2. Q.E.D.

Before proving Theorem 1.4 we shall need two more lemmas:

LEMMA 3: Let p &#x3E; 1 , s&#x3E;n/p, 0 S é S s, and 8,, 82 ? 0 and "."

denote any bilinear map R’" x Rq -+ Rr. Then pointwise application of
"." induces a continuous map

PROOF: It suffices to show that for

continuous from

have
Using Liebnitz’ rule we
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It is well known that if k + 1 &#x3E; nlp then pointwise multiplication is
continuous from Wp,k ~ Wp’1 ~ Wp (see Palais [15], Theorem 9.4). By

there is a constant C2 such that

be a differential operator with each e03B1 Mps-m,m-|03B1|. Then there is a
C &#x3E; 0 such that for each f E JKp,à

follows from Lemma 3 that

Therefore

PROOF oF THEOREM 1.4: It follows from Lemma 4 that A maps Mp,à
into M{-m.8+m. Also from Lemma 4 if E = A - A~ and IIEII{lxl&#x3E;R} is the
operator norm restricted to functions with support on (x : x &#x3E; R}. We see

lim R-oo IIEII{/x/&#x3E;R} = 0. Thus the techniques of Theorem 1.3 apply. (In fact
since s - m &#x3E; nlp the ea are all continuous and we can apply Theorem
4.1 of [16] to see A has closed range). Q.E.D. 

,

2. Groups of difleomorphisms over asymptotically simple manifolds

DEFINITION 2.1: We define an asymptotically simple manifold to
order m to be a Riemannian manifold M = (Rn, g) where g is complete
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and such if e is the Euclidean metric (En = (Rn, e)) then

for lal:5 m.

When considering R p,à topologies for spaces of maps on M, we shall
assume m &#x26; s + 2. This will guarantee sufficient boundedness of the

Christoffel symbols associated with the sth covariant derivative asso-
ciated with g.

Throughout this section we retain the notation of section 1, i. e. Il |p,s,03B4
will denote the JK p,à norm with respect to the Euclidean metric e.

DEFINITION 2.2: For Vx E TxM set ~V~x2 = gx( Vx, Vx). Similarly set
the norm of Wx E T qM generated by g to be IIWxll. dV is volume form
generated b y g. Also f or v E C)(T§M) define for p ~ 1, s E N, and

(Note that ~p,s does not equal Il

to be the completion of with respect to 1

If f : M --&#x3E; M, recall that a section of a vector bundle 03C0: E - M over

f is a map S : M - E such that 03C0° S = f. For such sections of tensor
bundles over f we may define the WP@’, C" and Mps,03B4 norms in the
natural way. For example if X : M - T qM covers f, then

where (f*V) is the induced connection (i.e. f*V satisfies

REMARK: We might replace a(x) with (1 + d(x, 0)2)1/2 where d is the
distance function generated by g. However, because of assumptions
on g, norms using either weight function are equivalent.
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In fact we have the following proposition.

PROPOSITION 2.3: When M is asymptotically simple to order m ?
maxf k, s + 21 the Wp,s, Ck and MPs03B4 norms generated by g and those
generated by the Euclidean metric e are equivalent.

PROPOSITION 2.4: If s&#x3E;(nlp)+k and 03B4~0, then JKp,à(T§m)c
Ck (TrM), and the inclusion is continuous.

PROOF: This follows immediately from the standard Sobolev in-

equality on IR n and Proposition 2.3.

Proposition 2.3 permits us to treat e as a ’background’ metric for
M. This is a familiar practice in Relativity.

DEFINITION 2.5: For p, s, and 8 as in Definition 2.2 and f a COC map
from M to M (not necessarily bounded) set

In the following section we shall need to treat Mps,03B4(f) as a manifold
of maps whose structure is compatible with the metric g.

DEFINITION 2.6: For f as in Definition 2.5 we set for

We shall show that Mps03B4(f) has a manifold structure so that for
the tangent space ’ may be identified with

LEMMA 2.7: Let exp be the time-one geodesic flow map of g. Then
( 1 ) f(x, V) = expx(V) - x is a Coc bounded map from Rn X Rn .
(2) The injectivity radius of g (sup{r: expx is injective on the ball

Bx(O, r) in TxM}) is strictly positive.

PROOF: These results follow from standard comparison results

noting that the geodesic spray associated with g is Coc bounded and
falls to zero at 00.
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PROOF: Without loss of generality we use the Euclidean based
norms. From Lemma 2.7 and the Sobolev embedding theorem we find
Uh to be a neighborhood of vector fields covering h where C° length
is less than the injectivity radius of g. The fact that exph maps

smoothly into ,«Ps( S, _f) follows the standard argument that composition
on the left with a C°° bounded map is smooth, (for example, see Palais
[15], Theorem 9.10). Finally, the smoothness of exph’ follows the
inverse function theorem and the fact IDexPhi is bounded away from
0 on Uh. Q.E.D.

It follows that is a Banach manifold modelled on thé

vector fields, also

Using Proposition 2.9 we may endow JKp,à(I) with a Banach mani-
fold structure. We shall assume that JKp,à(I) has this structure

throughout the remainder of the paper.

THEOREM 2.10: Let p &#x3E; 1, s &#x3E; (nlp)+ 1, and 03B4 &#x3E; 0. Then

(1) @p,à is an open submanif old of Mp,à(1).
(2) @p,à is a topological group with respect to composition.

Also right composition is smooth.

PROOF: Both results are immediate from Proposition 2.3 and the
analogous properties for maps on flat space. Q.E.D.

The next proposition will be used in the following sections:

Note the requirement that q be a diffeomorphism seems to be
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essential here; even in the compact case the composition of WP,k
maps need not be Wp,k (see Ebin [7]).

3. Décomposition of vector fields and perfect fluid flow

Throughout this section we take M = (Rn, g) to be asymptotically
simple to order m with n ? 3. Also, we assume m to be greater than
s + 2 when discussing any Mps,03B4 space of maps on M. T* M is the

cotangent space of M.

PROOF: We state a simple lemma which will also be useful in

sections 5 and 6.

LEMMA 3.1.1: Let E, F, G be Banach spaces and f : E - F, j : F - G
bounded linear maps. T’hen if jo f is an isomorphism, we have F =

/(E)eker(D.

We apply this lemma to the case where E = Mps+1,03B1(M, R), F =

Mps,03B1+1(T*M) and G = Mps-1,03B1+2(M, R) with f = d and j = 8. 8d is the

Laplace-Beltrami operator on real valued functions on M,

where g = det(g;;) and g’j is the (i, j) entry in the inverse matrix of g.
Because of the asymptotic assumptions on (g;;) it is easily seen that 8d
satisfies the hypothesis of Theorem 1.3. Furthermore, setting Ao to
X;’=i ~2/ ~xi2 we find for At = Ao + t (~d - Ao) that each At is an elliptic
operator with no lowest order term and thus satisfies the maximal

principle (see Bers, John, Schechter [2] p. 150f). In particular each At has
no non-trivial solution falling to zero at infinity and so it is an injection on
s Thus condition (ii) holds and 8d is an isomorphism. Q.E.D.

1 be the volume form on M.
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This theorem is an immediate consequence of Theorem 3.1 and the

fact the inverse image of a point under a submersion with splitting
kernel is a submanifold. See Cantor [4] or Ebin-Marsden [8] where
Theorem 3.3 is shown for flat and compact M respectively.

Recall that the equations for the velocity field of a perfect fluid (i.e.
inviscid, incompressible, and homogeneous) are given by

where pt is the pressure and ft is the external force.
For f = 0, it is shown by Ebin-Marsden [8], that these equations

may be transformed to a spray on the appropriate space of volume
preserving diffeomorphisms. Thus the existence and uniqueness of
solutions to (E) follows from showing the spray is smooth. Since the
transformation (given below) is only continuous (Prop. 2.10), one only
gets continuous dependence on initial data. Using these techniques
we may conclude.

exists a unique short-time solution of &#x3E; starting at

Uo. Furthermore the solution depends continuously on Uo.

for 7y E S, The grad, A, and div operators are those induced on
vector fields by the metric g, and are the duals of d and 8 acting on
one forms.

LEMMA 3.4.1: P is a smooth bundle map.
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This is proved using Theorem 3.3 exactly as in Cantor [4] or

Ebin-Marsden [8].

For a proof see Ebin-Marsden [8]. Q.E.D.

For physical problems over unbounded regions one would expect
external forces which are gradients of potentials, (e.g. gravity).
Assuming these are smooth, we need only be concerned that the force
f has the appropriate asymptotic behavior.

PROOF: The first inclusion is obvious and the second inclusion is

immediate from Proposition 2.4. Q.E.D.

Smoothness follows from Proposition 2.1.1.

By converting (E) to Lagrangian coordinates
flow of Ut) we get:

It follows that the spray associated with the force is the vertical lift to

T2Fps,03B4 of the map F : T@p,à - T@p,à , where F( V~ ) = V1J + fOT/. (See
Ebin-Marsden [8]) This is clearly smooth and thus we have the

following theorem.
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THEOREM 3.8: Let p, s, and 8 be as in Theorem 3.4 and f E Mp~03B4.
Then the spray given by S( V) = TP(Zo V) + Fe( V) has unique sho.rt-
time solutions (~t, ft) to (L) and Ut = e, -,q t ’ solves E with force f (Fe
is the lift of F).

REMARK: It is straightforward to extend Theorem 3.8 to consider
time-dependent forces by requiring t - fi be smooth in JKi,à.

4. Riemannian structures on ep

In order to apply Theorem 1.3 to second order operators when
n :5 4, we must assume p &#x3E; 2. Then the natural class of spaces when

using these methods to study physical problems are not Hilbert

spaces. However, in many cases one may establish the existence of
an appropriate weak inner product structure.

PROPOSITION 4.1: :

(1) and (2) are found in Cantor [4], and (3) is found in Choquet-
Bruhat and Marsden [6].

DEFINITION 4.2: Let M = (Rn,g) be an asymptotically simple
manifold, then if V and W are two tensor fields covering the map 71,

set

where g is the inner product induced on the tensor bundle by g and d03BC
is the volume form induced by g.
For s E N, set

Also set
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DEFINITION 4.3: T,,Ls is the completion of the C0~ vector fields
covering TI with respect to NS(TI).

PROPOSITION 4.4: Let M be an asymptotically simple manifold.

PROOF ? This is an immediate consequence of Propositions 4.1, 2.4.

Recall that a weak Riemannian structure G for an infinite dimen-

sional Banach manifold W is a map assigning to each point x e W a
bounded positive definite symmetric bilinear map on TXW such that
the metric topology generated by G is weaker than the given topology
on W.

THEOREM 4.5: Let n, p, s, and 8 be as in either part of Proposition
4.4 then the map --&#x3E; (,), is a weak Riemannian structure on @p,à.

PROOF: It is immediate from Proposition 4.4 that (,), is bounded on
T,@p,ô x T,@p,à and that the L2 topology is weaker than the Rp,à
topology. Q.E.D.

REMARK: Since this structure involves composition, it is not in

general smooth but only continuous. However, it is smooth when

restricted to fP,6. This follows from the change of variables formula
(see Ebin-Marsden [8]).

REMARK: It is possible to choose p, s, and 8 so that the solutions to
(E) established in Theorem 3.4 are globally square integrable. Thus
these solutions are physical in the sense they have bounded energy.

The space of asymptotically flat metrics on R"

In this section we shall study the local structure of the orbit space
of the action of the group Dps,03B4 on the space of asymptotically flat
metrics on Rn. Included in this section is a proof of the canonical
decomposition of Berger-Ebin [1] for symmetric 2-tensors (Lemma
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5.3.3). Also it is shown there are no non-trivial Killing fields asymp-
totic to zero on an asymptotically simple manifold.

DEFINITION 5.1: Let e = 8ij be the Euclidean metric on Rn. Let ?p,à
be the set of symmetric 2-tensors in JKp,à and éBp,à = (symmetric
2-tensors g on R" : g - e E ?p,à and g is positive definite}.

éBp,à is the set of Riemannian metrics which are asymptotic to the
Euclidean metric, éBp,à has a natural Banach space structure for

s &#x3E; nlp:

PROPOSITION 5.2: For p &#x3E; 1, s &#x3E; nlp and ô é R, Rps,03B4 is an open
cone in the afine Banach space Yp,à + {e}.

REMARK: Note that the sets of metrics g in ÉÉi,à making (Rn, g)
asymptotically simple is dense. It follows that on this dense subset at
least that the set of diffeomorphisms asymptotic to the identity on
(Rn, g) for g é éBp,à does not depend on g (see Proposition 2.4). Thus
throughout this section we shall denote by @p,à the set of diff eomor-
phisms JK p,à near the identity with respect to e.

We consider the isotropy groups, orbits, and quotient spaces deter-
mined by the action.
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PROOF: We shall first prove a series of lemmas. Denote by BR the
Recall s, p, and 8 are as specified above

definition 5.4.

LEMMA 5.5.1 : Let A be a unif ormly elliptic operator with

coefficients satisfying the conditions of theorem 1.3 or 1.4.

Assume A has the unique continuation property. Then there is a

constant C depending only the modulus of ellipticity of A, p, s, and the
size of the coefficients of A - Aoo such that for all R a 1 and u E
W0p,s(BR) (= completion of C0~(BR) with respect to | 1 ip’s)

PROOF. We consider the case s = m. The general case follows
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It follows from the assumptions and standard elliptic theory there is
a constant Ci such that for each R and u E C;(BI)

In particular

Now for all x and and so we get

Applying inequality (3) we get

Now

and so
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LEMMA 5.5.2: Let Aoo be as in Theorem 1.3. For R &#x3E; 1, let AR(x) =

A.+ bR,.(X)2« where b R," E wg,s-m+la’(BR). Also assume each
AR satisfies the hypotheses of Lemma 5.5.1 and that the moduli of
infinity of the AR are uniformly bounded away from zero. Then there is
a C independent of R such that for all u ~Mps,03B4.

PROOF: Let {~R: R ~ 1} be a family of functions ~R:Rn ~R
satisfying:

a constant C such that for every R - 1,

and it follows from Theorem 1.4
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Thus using the uniform bounds on the derivatives of OR.

We now prove the canonical decomposition for symmetric 2-

tensors over R n. Recall that the Killing form Kg for a metric g carries
vector fields into symmetric 2-tensors by the formula kg(X) = Lxg
where Lx denotes Lie differentiation with respect to X.

LEMMA 5.5.3: Let p, s, and &#x26; be as stated above. Then if kg and divg
are the Killing and divergence operators associated to g ~Rps- 1,03B4+1,

PROOF: We apply Lemma 3.3.1 using the operators kg and divg. We
need only that divg kg.Mps,03B4~Mps,03B4+2  is an isomorphism. Following
Berger-Ebin [1] we note ( 1 /2) divg is the f ormal adjoint of kg and kg
has injective symbol. Thus divg- kg is elliptic. Since s &#x3E; n/ p + 2 it is

not hard to show the coordinate expression for divg- kg satisfies the
hypotheses of Theorem 1.4 where A. = diveo ke.

For R ? 1 let {~R} be the functions described in the proof of lemma
5.5.2. Let gR = e + ~R(g - e) and AR = divgr - kgR. It is not hard to

check that Lemma 5.5.2 applies to operators AR and that AR - div g° kg
in the operator norm as R - m. Thus we find for each X E  Mps,03B4

Picking R sufficiently large so that we find

It follows that divgo kg is an injection. In fact, if gt = e + t(g - e) we
find that for each t, divgt ° -kgt is an injection, and that t - divg, -kg, is a
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smooth map into the operators between Mps,03B4 and ’«SP-2,112- Since

diveo ke is an isomorphism, Theorem 1.4 implies that divgokg is an

isomorphism. Q.E.D.

PROOF OF THE THEOREM.

PROOF OF (0): This follows immediately from Proposition 5.3.

PROOF OF (1): First note the set of infinitesimal isometries (the
kernel of kg) is trivial. This result is seen by noting ker(kg) C
ker(div,-k,) and that ker(div,-k,)=101 (see the proof of Lemma
5.5.3). Thus, the isometries of g are isolated.

We now claim that the isometry group of g has no nontrivial

compact subgroup. If there were such a subgroup it follows from

above it would have finite order and thus there would be an isometry
tp E S, I ) such that ek = I for some k. Also the convexity radius
of g(x) becomes infinite as x E Rn goes to infinity, and the displace-
ment function of t/J goes to zero. Thus for 1 ml sufficiently large, the
convexity radius at m is at least 4k times the displacement of 0 at m.
Thus rri, 03C8/J(m), ..., «/Jk-l(m) lie in some convex ball and therefore their
center of mass (see [12] for definition) is well defined and unique, and
hence a fixed point of 0. It follows there is an entire neighborhood of
fixed points, and any C’ isometry which fixes a neighborhood is the
identity. Thus the subgroup is trivial.

It follows that all of the orbits of any isometry03C8~ Dps,03B4 must be
unbounded. Otherwise Vi would generate a compact subgroup (see
Lemmas 3 and 5 pp. 47-48 of [13]). However along an orbit the
displacement function of an isometry remains constant and thus for
the displacement must vanish and Vi = I.

PROOF oF (2): We show the map Ag : Dps,03B4~ Rp s-1,03B4+1 given by Ag(71) =
71*(g) is an immersion and if the isometry group of g is trivial Ag is an
embedding. If ",f(g) = ",T(g) then i7l-,q-1 is an isometry of g. Thus
from part (1) Ag is injective. Also from Proposition 5.3 we have Ag is
a C°° map. For ~0~D Ps,03B4 and 71 near ~0, we have 71- 71 -1 is near I and
71 *(g) = (,n -,nô 1)* oqt(g). Thus it suffices to assume Tlo=1 and to
show the image of TIAg splits (see Lang [14]). Let X E TIDps,03B4 and 7qi
the flow of X. In the appendix of this paper it is shown 71t ~Dps,03B4 and

which by Lemma 5.5.3 is a closed

direct summand of
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PROOF oF (3): It is clear that there is an open neighborhood B of 0 in

embedded submanifold of é*p-i ô+i. Now setting
we see F is differentiable at (I, g) and

has the form

This is clearly an isomorphism by Lemma 5.5.3. Thus we may apply
the inverse function theorem to obtain the result. Q.E.D.

REMARK 1: One may construct slices for the action of Dp~,03B4 on
Rp~,03B4+1 by taking intersections over s on Dps,03B4 and Rps-1 ,03B4+1 and taking
the inverse limit topology. In this way we obtain Frechet manifolds.
Then using the above theorem we obtain a slice Ws for each s &#x3E;

nlp + 2. lfw=nws it is immediate that W satisfies the statement of
part (3) of the theorem. Parts (1) and (2) also hold.

REMARK 2: By choosing -1+n(p-l)lp:58-2+n(p-l)lp we
have that Theorem 5.5 holds for Rps-1,03B4+1 and Mps-1,03B4+1 C W2.s-1 (Pro-
position 4.1). Thus we may in this case use the construction found in
Ebin [7], establish a weak Riemannian structure on Rps-1,03B4 and define

W using the geodesic spray associated to this structure. Also the

summands in Lemma 5.5.3 are L2 orthogonal.

6. The space of conformally équivalent metrics on Rn

Throughout this section we shall adopt the definitions of Section 5.

DEFINITION 6.1: If g is a Riemannian metric on R", denote the
canonical volume form induced by g as li,, = Igl1/2dxl A ... n dxn where
Ig 1 = det(g;;). The term |g| 1/2 is the volume density of g.

volume densities of Rsp,03B4. (see Definition 5.1).

i.e. members of (

asymptotic to the constant 1 function.
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PROOF: We need to construct a member of whose density is
and we need show that

Since h is continuous by Proposition 2.4, we need only
check integrability of (lhl-2/n2 - 1) on the complement of a compact
set. (It is clear that |h| is bounded away from zero on any compact
set). We pick K ~ Rn to be a compact set such that if xe K then

Then setting f3 = 21n2 1 we have for x§É K,

and

The above power series has radius of convergence equal to one and
so the convergence is C°° uniform on Rn- K and thus by the triangle
inequality it suffices to note each term belongs to Mps,03B4. This follows
from the ring property for Mps,03B4 functions (see Cantor [5]). Q.E.D.

Recall two metrics g and g’are said to be conformally
where f is a real valued function.

PROPOSITION 6.5 : (1) h and h in Rps,03B4 are conformally related iff

and

(2) This follows from Lemma 6.3. Q.E.D.
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Thus 0 may be thought of as mapping h to the conformal

equivalent class of h. We have the following definition:

It is easy to see the action is well defined for if h and h are
conformally equivalent, then also 7]*(h) and n*(h) are conformally
related. Also by Proposition 5.2, it is clear that A maps into Cps,03B4.
As in Section 5, we are interested in studying the orbits and

transverse slices of the action given in Definition 5.6. If nt is a smooth
one-parameter family of diffeomorphisms in Dps with n0 = I and

where k,, is the Killing form generated by h (kh(X) = Lxh) and divh is
the divergence generated by h.

PROOF:

It is a standard fact of Riemmanian geometry that Lx(lhII/2) =
divh Xlhll/2 and thus

The result is immediate. Q.E.D.
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COROLLARY 6.8.1:

PROOF: We may write

We may identify an element of
via the bilinear map:

The fundamental properties of aY and 0 are summarized in the

following proposition.

PROPOSITION 6.10:

PROOF: (1) and (2) are clear. The fact the image of L,, lies in the

trace-free tensors is Proposition 6.9. Thus we only need to show

continuity. This follows from the formula for Lh given in Proposition
6.8 and this simple lemma:
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Note that 0 does not map onto

However, we shall show the image of

PROOF: V.8 Q?) PA ,8 as a cone in a vector space is isomorphic to
ep S,s and thus its tangent space at any point may be identified with 9P s,s
by mapping 1 0 y - y.

PROOF: For h G éB p,à then h = (lIn) tr(h )g + (h - 1/n) tr(h)g) and also
if h = (1/n)(tr h)g and tr(h) = 0, then tr(h) = tr(h) = 0 and h = 0; thus the
subspaces have trivial intersection. The fact the two subspaces are
closed follows immediately from Proposition 6.10. Q.E.D.

Thus TJIOH is a surjection with splitting kernel. Thus using standard
methods (see Theorem 3.3) the proposition follows. Q.E.D.

REMARK: Note that the image of L,, which is the tangent space to
the orbit of the action at 1 (&#x26; h is contained in the tangent space of

(6 p S,r, at 10 h. Thus we may prove a slice theorem in CP s’à-

We now state a slice theorem for the space of conformal structures

on Rn.
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I E @ N+i,à-i such that the action AI UxW restricted to U x W is a
homeomorphism onto a neighborhood of y, with

PROOF: (0) This is clear. See Theorem 5.5.
For (1) and (2) we shall prove a lemma:

LEMMA 6.13.1: For p, s, and 5 as in Theorem 5.5,

PROOF: This is proven exactly as Lemma 5.5.1 using the obser-
vation of J. York [17] that div hO Lh is elliptic. Q.E.D.

Since the tangent to the orbits is the image of Lh the proof
proceeds as part (1) and (2) of Theorem 5.5.

Note 0(g) = y and Igl = 1, therefore, the tangent space of W may
be determined by noticing members are of the form

Therefore, the tangent space of W is the complementary direct

summand of the tangent space of the orbit as seen in Lemma 6.13.1.

The proof now proceeds exactly as in Theorem 5.5. Q.E.D.

REMARK 1: It follows from the above theorem that in a neighbor-
hood of y distinct points of W lie on distinct orbits.

REMARK 2: Combining Lemmas 6.12.1 and 6.13.1 yields a decom-
position of the symmetric 2-tensors into a pure trace part, a ’longi-
tudinal’ (or image of k) part, and a transverse-traceless part. This

decomposition was first discovered by J. York [19].
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Appendix

Flows of JK ?,s vector fields

In this section we show for p &#x3E; 1, s &#x3E; n/ p + 1, and S ? 0 that the
flow of an Al,8 vector field is a one parameter subgroup of ’ p s (the
maps on IR n .GL p s close to the identity). Furthermore, it is shown the

flow depends continuously on the vector field. This proof is based on
the proof of a similar theorem found in Ebin-Marsden [8]. However,
it is shown here how the required degree of differentiability may be
lowered from s &#x3E; n/ p + 2 to s &#x3E; n/ p + 1 while retaining the structure
of the proof.

Also, the following proof, suitably modified, may be used to show
the smoothness of Wp.s flows over Rn. In this case, the flow is a

subgroup of the diffeomorphisms of R n which WP,’ close to the

identity. This result, using different methods was obtained by Bour-
guignon and Brezis for bounded regions (see the appendix of [3]).

PROOF: We shall show by induction on IBI that composition is

For IBI = 0, note the Jacobian satisfies
Thus we have
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Letting B, = DV-,q, we find that DQi satisfies a linear differential

equation with continuous time dependence. Thus there is a unique
integral curve of this equation in s with DQo = e (DI = e). Thus
as before the flow is in .Ji .8.

(ii) This follows immediately from the fact that the solution to a
differential equation which varies continuously with respect to a

parameter depends continuously on the parameter.
Finally, the fact that 71t remains in 2P&#x26; for as long as the solution
exists follows from the formula

and the fact that @p,à is a topological group.
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